
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INTRALOT empowers Nederlandse Loterij operations with its  

LotosX platform and the roll-out of Photon terminals 
 

May 26, 2021 

 

INTRALOT is pleased to announce that its subsidiary in The Netherlands INTRALOT BENELUX BV, in 

co-operation with the Nederlandse Loterij, have completed the transition of the operator’s full 

gaming portfolio enabled by the innovative LotosX platform. Lottery Draw-Based games, Scratch 

Cards and Passives, as well as the back-office operations are now live in The Netherlands through 

LotosX.  

 

Additionally, INTRALOT has rolled out 4,300 Photon terminals along with its robust signage solution 

empowering further the retail channel of Nederlandse Loterij’s Lottery games and Sports Betting 

offering. INTRALOT’s Photon terminal, one of the most powerful and best-performing terminals, is a 

key value driver for the acceleration of the modernization of NLO. 

 

Mr. Bas van de Bunt, Director Business Transformation & Strategic Projects at Nederlandse Loterij 

stated, “The new Photon terminal enables us and our retailers to enhance the game and brand 

experience of our products in-store. With LotosX we work with the latest technology that helps us to 

innovate in retail.” 

 

Mr. Nikos Nikolakopoulos, Group Deputy CEO of INTRALOT stated, “We would like to congratulate 

Nederlandse Loterij for launching an enriched omni-channel lottery solution and thank them for their 

trust which has been the foundation of our 12-year successful partnership. We are proud to continue 

delivering our state-of-the-art technology to the leading operator of The Netherlands gaming 

market and supporting Nederlandse Loterij’s growth and good causes contribution to the Dutch 

society.” 

 

 

 
About INTRALOT 

INTRALOT, a publicly listed company established in 1992, is a leading gaming solutions supplier and operator active in 41 

regulated jurisdictions worldwide. With a global workforce of approximately 3,400 employees in 2020, INTRALOT is 

committed to redefine innovation and quality of services in the lottery and gaming sector, while supporting operators in 

raising funds for good causes. Uniquely positioned to deliver state-of-the-art technology across geographies, the company 

has developed an advanced ecosystem that serves all verticals enabling the digital transformation of gaming operators and 

offering players an unparalleled gaming experience. INTRALOT has been awarded the prestigious Responsible Gaming 

Framework certification by the World Lottery Association and is certified under the WLA Security Control Standard. Visit us 

at www.intralot.com. 

For more info: INTRALOT Press Office, Ph.: +30 2106156000, email: press_office@intralot.com 
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